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Variola does not exist any more in a natural state but indeed in the laboratories of the american
army
USA want to subject the European countries to a forced vaccination which would lead
thousands of dead and million patients

We are able to get influence on national and international activities if we get to know it soon enough. In
spring 2003 we got the following situation:
2003 Germany - the German government is storing 100 million units of vaccine against variola and plans
the obligatory vaccination of all Germans, possibly under cover of a new Law. Variola does not exist any
more in a natural state but indeed in the laboratories of the US army. In the night of the 21.1.03 the chain
CNN and German television ntv (share of CNN) have shown that the american troops are already charging
their planes on one hand with biological weapons with variola and on the other hand with product of
vaccination for their soldiers. They confirmed that they wished to use the biological grenades in Iraq " in
defense ".
Whereas here in Germany the government says that it is necessary to be afraid of the terrorists because
they can use bombs of variola, in verity its an arragement of the German army to deal with the American
soldiers who would be wounded, with responsibility to get the wounded US-soldiers out of Iraq. Germany is
afraid that the US planes soaked with bacteriological dust and the infected American soldiers would arrive.
Beyond its official declarations, to vaccinate 82 million Germans and all people who would pass by
Germany, the biological war is already in preparation. The German planes of medical department are
already over there in Beirut to serve the US soldiers.
On 10.000 vaccinated possible, this vaccination would result in the death of 1 person and 300 others would
fall sick. In other words on the whole of the population generalized vaccination will lead to dead of 8.200
German and would cause a serious disease to 2,4 million citizens. Vaccination against variola involves an
ignition of the brain which can cause a dimension of immense debility - idiocy in particular on the whole
grandchildren, which should be treated for all the remainder of their life and would not have the chance of
normal development. This immense catastrophe which would occur in Germany would induce also
obviously dramas with the whole of the countries of Europe.
Those which plan these actions of anti variola vaccination in Europe would manage to make Germany and
other countries in order " to go well online with US Army" according to wishes of Bush and his gangsters of
oil. Fact is that the German government already states to have stored 20 million units of vaccine confirms
that it wants to start to vaccinate when they have necessary stock for all Germans (reserve of 100 million
units) i.e. in April 2003. (tele information was disseminated in the night of the 21.1. between 23h00 and
24h00 H but was not repeated the following day, at once being exerted control).
2005 - I have distributed this top information to a lot of people. For exemple the students of Muenster
University took over this information and collected within one week 1000 subscriptions against these
vaccinations. Two weeks later the whole show was once more in TV. Our German minister of Health Mrs.
Schmidt did not know what to say … finally she said, they will think over their project, and they will realize it
in autumn… and then we never heard about once again!
This was really a good exemple that we are able to do something. The informations about this dangerous
attack against our people came out to early, we have distributed it, and they were not able to realize it!
That’s the way we shall take care for our own interest and for the security of our future.
Instead of this idiot vaccination the pharma industries have realized in 2004 the new world wide idiot
programm of producing vaccinations against influenca (grip) in forward to what may come – because
influenca is changing by mutations every year… but how do they know in forward which kind of genetic
changes this virus will make?! Or do they develope and distribute it themselves? I don’t beleave in the
virus-grip at all. The grip is only a result of living conditions in winter in our dry, central heated rooms, and a
lack of vitamins and sunlight! It’s the vaccination which makes thousands of people ill!
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